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Responsible 
Entrepreneurship

The Strascheg Center for Entrepreneurship (SCE) at the Munich University of 
Applied Sciences offers a varied and multifaceted program to learn and  
experience entrepreneurship. For us, entrepreneurship means entrepreneurial 
thinking and action. Entrepreneurs implement their ideas and projects proactively 
and responsibly, develop innovations and shape their working lives actively and 
independently – whether in their own start-up or as an employee. 



Under the slogan “Responsible Entrepreneurship”, the 
SCE offers courses for the development of entrepreneuri-
al personalities, supports and accompanies start-ups and 
conducts applied research. The Center’s programs are 
usually free of charge for participants and can be taken 
advantage of at any time, regardless of their degree pro-
gram. The SCE relies on multifaceted diversity, because 
innovation and entrepreneurial spirit are needed in all 

areas of industry and society. For us, the focus is on the 
whole. Responsible Entrepreneurship means shaping the 
future conscientiously. Take advantage of our offers.  
Develop your entrepreneurial personality. Put your ideas 
to work. And help shape the future responsibly! We’re 
looking forward to meeting you.

Your SCE team
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Think entrepreneurially!
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01
Ebru 
Turgut-Dao 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-34
ebru.turgut-dao @ sce.de

The SCE promotes entrepreneurial thinking 
and action at the Munich University of Ap-
plied Sciences through a broad range of 
courses on entrepreneurship, innovation 
management and personal development. 
Knowledge and expertise are conveyed in 
practice-oriented lectures, seminars and 
e-learning projects. We also value experi-
ence in the market and with customers. In 
addition to lectures teaching the fundamen-
tals of entrepreneurship, the SCE offers 

seminars, such as for developing business 
ideas and shaping entrepreneurial person-
alities. The seminars connect students from 
different faculties through joint problem 
analysis, idea development, prototyping and 
implementation, and end with a presenta-
tion of the results achieved.   

www.sce.de/en/courses

Courses / 
Seminars, lectures, e-learning
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02
Michael 
Hack

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-36
michael.hack @ sce.de

In the lecture series Entrepreneurs Live, 
participants can look behind the facade of 
entrepreneurial personalities. You will learn 
first-hand about the not-always straightfor-
ward careers of successful entrepreneurs. 
Because nothing motivates people more to 
undertake entrepreneurial activities than 
listening to the memories and visions of 
those who’ve made it. The free evening 
event with a lecture and subsequent panel 
discussion invites you to be inspired by the 

entrepreneurial spirit, and gives guests 
plenty of time for their own questions and 
discussion input. Entrepreneurs Live is an 
evening event held once every semester. 
The latest dates and speakers will be  
announced on the website, on social media 
and in the SCE newsletter. 

www.sce.de/en/entrepreneurs-live

Public speaker series / 
Entrepreneurs Live
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03
Mirko 
Franck

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-22
mirko.franck @ sce.de

Real Projects is the entrepreneurship semi-
nar of SCE and MUAS that teaches entre-
preneurial thinking and action through  
interdisciplinary and open-ended practical 
projects. The projects can include both 
product and service ideas and aim at  
monetary or social profit. The prerequisite 
for a Real Project is that it has innovation 
potential and is of relevance to practice. 
Project developers can be students and 
professors as well as companies. Together 

with SCE coaches, faculty members from 
the fields of technology, economics, social 
sciences and design lead their interdiscipli-
nary teams to realisable results within one 
semester. The Real Projects train the entre-
preneurs of tomorrow – equipping them with  
the skills to shape the future responsibly. 

www.sce.de/en/real-projects

Practical interdisciplinary projects / 
Real Projects 
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04Good Practice / 
Co-Creation with the VDMA

A special Real Project was organised by the SCE in cooperation 
with Germany’s Mechanical Engineering Industry Association 
(VDMA), the largest industrial association in Europe. Top  
managers from VDMA companies worked together in a team 
with interdisciplinary students on innovative business ideas and 
practical solutions for ‘Industry 4.0.’ The teams were also  
actively supported by MUAS professors and SCE coaches. 

www.vdma.org
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05
Moritz 
Hoffmann 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-13
moritz.hoffmann @ sce.de

APE is one of the leading entrepreneurship, 
design thinking and innovation programs in 
Europe. As an additional and continuing 
education certificate program (20 ECTS) of 
the Munich University of Applied Sciences 
and the SCE, APE offers an additional quali-
fication in entrepreneurship and innovation 
for professionals and students of all  
universities. Entrepreneurial thinking and 
innovation processes are conveyed to the 
APE participants, alternative career planning 

options are shown and the necessary tools 
are provided. Over the course of ten months, 
participants learn methods and tools such 
as design thinking, lean start-up, prototyp-
ing and business modelling. In APE, the focus 
is on implementation and key skills. The 
learned methods are directly applied in three 
projects, also during a one-week interna-
tional boot camp. 

www.sce.de/ape

Certificate program / 
Academic Program for Entrepreneurship (APE)
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“You get to meet lots of cool, 
motivated people; you expand 
your network and your hori-
zons. Also, you’re shown the 
methods and tools to imple-
ment your own ideas... Do it, 
you won’t regret it!”
Konrad Schmid, 
Software designer, 
CIB Software GmbH

06Good Practice / 
Voices of APE 

participants 

“For me, APE is learning by doing in the most professional way 
and enthusiasm during every minute of working together. 
Here, you’ll learn more about innovation, entrepreneurship, 
design thinking and mental flexibility than anywhere else!” 
Maria Bayerl, 
Social innovations management,  
Munich University of Applied Sciences
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07
Morten  
Edzards 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-44
morten.edzards @ sce.de

The SCE offers various boot camps, work-
shops and summer schools on entrepre-
neurship, innovation management and  
personal development. One such program is 
the Bavaria Israel Partnership Accelerator 
(BIPA), a four-month program consisting of 
workshops in Munich and Israel, a virtual 
acceleration phase and a final results  
presentation. People interested in Social 
Entrepreneurship can participate in the 
Global Entrepreneurship Summer School 

(GESS). Within a week, participants from all 
over the world learn to develop innovative 
business models for social challenges. The 
three-day StartUp Weekend Munich, where 
business ideas are further developed under 
the professional guidance of coaches and 
flash workshops, is particularly compact. 

www.sce.de/en/schoolsandworkshops

Intensive programs / 
Schools & workshops
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08
Franziska 
Mattner 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-23
franziska.mattner @ sce.de

Deep Dive is an international and interdisci-
plinary Master’s program from the Munich 
University of Applied Sciences and the SCE, 
in which participants in teams pursue entre-
preneurial projects with a focus on digitali-
sation. The project, which takes up about  
50 percent of the time in the degree  
program, can either be a student’s business 
idea or be submitted by corporate partners 
or professors. The goal is to train students 
in the future field of digitalisation to become 

entrepreneurially thinking and acting  
personalities. Prior to the Master’s program, 
an innovative and free Massive Open-access 
Online Course (MOOC) is offered, which  
familiarises all those interested with the 
latest theories, trends and challenges in the 
field of entrepreneurship and digital trans-
formation. 

www.deepdive.school

Deep Dive Master’s degree program / 
Entrepreneurship & Digital Transformation





START-UPS
Start Your Idea!
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companies. Of course, confidentiality is 
guaranteed in every stage of SCE’s start-up 
consulting. Make an appointment for a per-
sonal consultation or drop by during the 
open consultation hour every Tuesday from 
4:30 to 5:30 PM in Room 1.119 of the SCE. 
 
www.sce.de/en/gruendungsberatung
www.sce.de/en/jobboerse

09
Dr Roland 
Heinz 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-12
roland.heinz @ sce.de

Start-up consulting is available free of 
charge to all students, alumni, staff and 
professors of MUAS as well as selected 
external start-up teams. With our experience, 
we support every project in estimating their 
innovative potential, provide assistance and 
accompany the teams on their development 
pathway. With its own jobs exchange, the 
SCE offers a platform for founders and  
students to recruit team members or to  
contribute their own skills to emerging  

Initial & follow-up consulting / 
Start-up consultancy
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10
Saskia 
Schmidl

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-39
saskia.schmidl @ sce.de

The monthly Innovation-Café is an event 
organised by the SCE start-up support staff, 
which encourages networking and exchange. 
It brings enterprising students, alumni and 
potential business founders into contact 
with start-ups, companies and experts. Over 
snacks and beverages, each evening event 
is dedicated to a selected topic. Successful 
start-ups or experts report on their founding 
history or field. After an ensuing Q&A ses-
sion with the audience, the networking be-

gins. In addition, guests can pitch their own 
ideas. Admission is free, active participation 
and the desire to make new contacts are 
encouraged. The Innovations-Café takes 
place every first Tuesday of the month at 
6:00 PM in Steelcase Creative Hall. 

www.sce.de/en/innovations-cafe

Start-up event / 
Innovations-Café
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11
Professor
Herbert Gillig 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-18
herbert.gillig @ sce.de

For more intense coach ing and mentoring, 
start-up teams can apply for our Proto-Sup-
port Program and become members of the 
SCE Start-up League. A project budget (for 
example, for prototype construction, patents, 
certifications), space in the start-up incuba-
tor in the centre of Munich and access to 
the MUAS infrastructure are available to 
these teams. The program usually takes six 
months, with the goal of quickly guiding the 
projects to a working prototype, helping 

them to find investors and enabling a  
successful start on the market. During the 
funding period, they can take part in  
exclusive workshops on various entrepre-
neurship topics and we provide assistance 
with continuation of the project after the 
funding period. All services are offered free 
of charge. 

www.sce.de/en/support-program
www.sce.de/en/startupleague

Start-up support program & public funding / 
Start-up League
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12
Morten 
Edzards

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-44
morten.edzards @ sce.de

The Munich University of Applied Sciences 
and the SCE offer start-ups a home in the 
heart of Munich. The incubator presently 
covers more than 700 square metres, of 
which approximately 200 square metres are 
used as a shared co-working space. The 
funded start-up teams are given the oppor-
tunity to network more closely with 
like-minded people and to use synergies. 
The SCE also supports dialogue between 
start-ups and international incubators. All 

teams in the incubator have a wide-ranging 
infrastructure available to them. From  
conference rooms, presentation media and 
a kitchen to the use of the university’s own 
laboratories and workshops, founders will 
find everything they need to make the leap 
from idea to successful market entry. 

www.sce.de/en/incubator

Start-up Centre / 
Incubator



Freeletics is active in over 160 countries, has over 14 million 
members and is one of the world’s most successful fitness 
movements. The start-up’s vision is to help everyone in the 
world to reach their full potential and become their strongest 
selves – physically and mentally. 

www.freeletics.com

13Good practice / 
Start-up alumnus Freeletics 
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With an online marketplace for local honey and shipping-optimised 
packaging, nearBees has adapted honey purchasing to the needs of 
modern beekeepers and customers. To save time marketing their honey, 
beekeepers can register for free on the platform. Honey lovers can  
effortlessly find out about the bees in their immediate vicinity and order 
their honey online at fair prices. 

www.nearbees.de

14Good practice / 
Start-up alumnus nearBees
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15
Saskia 
Schmidl 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-39
saskia.schmidl @ sce.de

The Strascheg Award is the idea competi-
tion of the Munich University of Applied 
Sciences and is bestowed for innovative 
business ideas in three categories. Applica-
tions can be submitted for ideas, projects 
and academic papers that are driven by  
entrepreneurial motivation. The chief criteria 
for the prize are the degree of innovation, 
market potential and the implementation 
prospects of the idea. The award for the 
best business idea is endowed with prize 

money of €30,000. The submitted ideas are 
assessed in a two-step process by entre-
preneurship experts from the SCE and the 
MUAS as well as an external expert jury. 
The award was first announced in 2014 and 
awarded on E’Ship Day. The Strascheg 
Award is sponsored by the Renate & Falk 
Strascheg Foundation. 

www.sce.de/en/strascheg-award

Ideas competition / 
Strascheg Award  
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16
Olga 
Avila Rivera 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-32
olga.avila-rivera @ sce.de

Do you fancy innovation and entrepreneur-
ship? At E’ship Day, innovative and entre-
preneurial projects of the Munich University 
of Applied Sciences and the SCE are  
presented to the public. All guests have the 
opportunity to visit us at “home” at SCE and 
learn more about our courses, start-up op-
portunities or social entrepreneurship. Ex-
change ideas with a number of start-ups, or 
introduce yourself and present your idea on 
our pitch stage. A stage program with  

renowned guest speakers and the Strascheg 
Award ceremony form the framework of the 
event. E’ship Day invites all visitors to get to 
know exciting projects, to establish contacts 
with founders, cooperation partners and  
investors, or simply to breathe a little  
“entrepreneurial air.” 

www.sce.de/events

Event / 
E’ship Day  





RESEARCH
Apply Research!
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17
Dr Christina 
Weber

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-26
christina.weber @ sce.de

SCE research is application-oriented, inter-
disciplinary and works closely together with 
with international partner universities. 
Applied research aims to advance knowl-
edge in the areas of co-creation, dynamic 
innovation process and entrepreneurship 
education. The focus is on current societal 
issues and problems. The key projects 
“Evaluation of Entrepreneurship Education 
in Europe”, “Dynamic Innovation Process 
and Patterns”, “Digital Business Models” 

and “Cultural Entrepreneurship” illustrate 
the importance of cooperation for innova-
tion and of the best entrepreneurship teach-
ing for today’s and tomorrow’s innovation 
regions. SCE research generates impulses 
and results that are incorporated in entre-
preneurship education and start-up support, 
as well as in the innovation management of 
start-ups, established companies and NGOs. 

www.sce.de/en/research

Research / 
Key research areas 
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18
Dr Christina 
Weber

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-26
christina.weber @ sce.de

Most SCE research projects are interna-
tional in scope. New and long-term research 
partners come to our institute as guest  
researchers or to exchange ideas at confer-
ences and workshops. For example consor-
tium partners from EU-XCEL and ASTEE, and 
from our network from individual projects. 
As a result, our academic community  
continues to grow and new insights from 
international projects find their way into the 
courses and start-up support of MUAS. 

Master’s and doctoral theses, partners and 
companies are connected to international 
research projects if desired. One recent EU 
research project is EEEPHEIC, which is  
developing a toolkit for evaluating entrepre-
neurship training formats in Europe. It will 
serve as a guide through the maze of  
existing programs. 

www.sce.de/en/research

Research / 
International research projects
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19
Michael 
Hack

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-36
michael.hack @ sce.de

Another option for obtaining a doctoral  
degree is the Doctor of Business Adminis-
tration (DBA). The DBA is an application-ori-
ented doctoral program geared to the needs 
of industry and business. Its main focus is 
on innovation management. Uniquely, with 
its streamlined and modular academic  
approach, the DBA offers fully employed 
people the opportunity to earn a doctorate. 
The program is being carried out by the SCE 
and Munich University of Applied Sciences 

in collaboration with the partners Napier  
University and Heriot-Watt University in  
Edinburgh. This program benefits both the  
doctoral candidate as well as their company.

www.sce.de/en/dba

Doctorate / 
Doctor of Business Administration (DBA)
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20Good practice / 
Voices of DBA graduates

“Today I work as a professor for marketing and sales manage-
ment and couldn’t have received this appointment without a 
DBA. I also wouldn’t have been able to supervise theses with-
out the academic background of a dissertation.” 
Professor Wolf Hiemeyer, 
General Business Administration 
specialising in Marketing at the FOM

“The DBA program offers a unique 
synergy of theory and practice. This 
made it possible for me to research a 
business topic that is relevant to 
both science and practice.”  
Dr Klaus Hahn, 
Managing Consultant/Advisory 
Architect at IBM Deutschland
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21
Audrey 
Stolze

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-28
audrey.stolze @ sce.de

The SCE Research Colloquium discusses 
advanced academic papers, methodological 
questions, conference preparations and 
joint research projects dealing with entre-
preneurship and dynamic innovation pro-
cesses. At regular intervals, lecturers,  
professors and academic staff discuss  
theoretical concepts, methods and ongoing 
or planned studies as well as publications. 
Visiting scientists are also invited. The SCE 
Research Colloquium thus facilitates the 

academic exchange between participating 
guests as well as the qualification of young 
academics in the field of entrepreneurship 
at the Munich University of Applied Sciences. 

www.sce.de/newsletter

Research / 
Entrepreneurship & Innovation Research Colloquium
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22
Dr Christina 
Weber

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-26
christina.weber @ sce.de

Theses on entrepreneurship, start-ups 
and innovation are supervised at the SCE 
according to their suitability and initial 
discussion with students of the MUAS. 
The topics are ideally based on current 
SCE research projects, but they do not 
have to be. On our website you will find 
suggested topics as well as titles of  
completed, supervised Bachelor’s and 
Master’s theses. We are also interested in 
your own research projects about innova-

tion and start-ups! If you have a brief ex-
posé and a schedule, feel free to contact 
us for an intial meeting. The SCE supports 
the improvement of one’s writing skills by 
the regular event “Long Night of Writing” 
and professional coaching for writing. In 
addition to academic writing projects, 
entrepreneurial papers are always welcome 
at the Long Night of Writing. 

www.sce.de/en/bachelormaster

Supervision / 
Theses & the Long Night of Writing 
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23Good practice / 
Start-up alumnus FTAPI

Data are the treasures of the digital world. FTAPI software 
solutions protect digital assets during transmission or  
reception by customers, partners and colleagues. The 
SecuPass encryption technology developed by the  
company enables easy key exchange, which is necessary 
for the end-to-end encrypted transmission of any files. 

www.ftapi.com
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24Good practice / 
Start-up alumnus Toposens

Toposens develops 3D sensor systems based on ultrasonic and 
radar technology. The tiny 3D ultrasound scanner precisely  
captures the structure of persons and objects in real-time and then 
outputs a digital three-dimensional copy. After several years of 
development, Toposens launched the world’s first 3D ultrasonic 
sensor in June 2018. 

www.toposens.com



NETWORKING
Co-create the Future!



Co-create the Future!
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25
Michael 
Hack

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-36
michael.hack @ sce.de

The SCE works closely with companies, 
professors from various disciplines as well 
as diverse national partners and interna-
tional initiatives. By integrating real entre-
preneurial questions into our courses, 
companies can contribute as project part-
ners to the practical training of our students. 
The SCE supports companies and organisa-
tions in identifying their innovation potential 
and bringing ideas to maturity. Typical 
characteristics of such projects are a high 

degree of innovation, direct practical  
relevance and interdisciplinarity. We also 
work closely with industrial partners in our 
start-up network and in the implementation 
of applied research projects. Would you like 
to work with us? Get in touch! 

http://www.sce.de/en/partnership

Network / 
Collaboration & partnerships
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26
Jérôme 
Hamacher 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-14
jerome.hamacher @ 
sce.de

To grow, innovation needs creativity, the 
courage to take risks and the freedom to 
find your own way. FREIRAUM offers com-
panies the opportunity to develop and im-
plement innovations outside the boundaries 
of their own organisation. In collaboration 
with the companies, we develop a tailor- 
made program and can accelerate specific 
sectors, technologies or even special types 
of business models. As a result of the  
interaction between established companies 

and start-ups, innovative collaborations are 
created time and again. The accompaniment 
of the SCE means start-up teams benefit 
from our coaching and our methods of start-
up development. At the same time, companies 
receive the support they need to bring the 
resulting innovation to their company based 
on our experience. 

www.freiraum-accelerator.com

Co-creation with organisations / 
FREIRAUM 
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27
Dr Dominik B. 
Domnik 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-27
dominik.domnik @ sce.de

In 2010, the SCE, together with the incubators 
of the LMU and the TU Munich, set up the 
Social Entrepreneurship Akademie (SEA). 
Under the motto “Education for Societal 
Change,” the SEA trains both students and 
social entrepreneurs. It offers various  
training programs in Munich, Germany and 
internationally, for example the Social  
Innovations certificate program and the 
compact beginners’ workshop SEA: start. 
Social start-up projects are specifically 

promoted by the academy through coaching. 
The SEA also promotes the establishment of 
a broad network for anchoring social entre-
preneurship in society in order to reconcile 
entrepreneurial action with social thinking. 

www.seakademie.de
www.facebook.com/seakademie

Regional ecosystem / 
Social Entrepreneurship Akademie (SEA)
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28Good practice / 
MUST – The Munich Summit

The deal-making event for science, start-ups and industry 
leaders, MUST – The Munich Summit, is held every February. 
Roughly 400 technology start-ups, companies, scientists and 
investors from all over the world gather in Munich where key 
players from areas such as digitisation, mobility, fintech, Industry 
4.0 and manufacturing network. The summit was initiated by 
the SCE, LMU Entrepreneurship Center and UnternehmerTUM.

www.must-munich.com
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29
Professor 
Klaus Sailer 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-10
klaus.sailer @ sce.de

Peter the Great St Petersburg Polytechnic 
University (SPbSPU) and the SCE founded 
the Polytech Strascheg Russian-German 
Centre for Innovation and Entrepreneur-
ship in 2013. Polytech Strascheg conducts 
international educational programs in the 
field of entrepreneurship at the SPbSPU, 
such as teaching modules, summer schools, 
exchange programs and a Master’s degree 
program in Technology Entrepreneurship. 
In addition, Russian start-ups are supported 

by consulting, coaching and exchange, as 
well as business plan competitions and 
joint research projects are supported and 
carried out. Students receive financial sup-
port for tuition fees and their expenses. 

www.polytech-strascheg.com

Cooperation / 
Polytech Strascheg
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30
Trevor 
McConnell 

Tel  + 49.89.550 506-35
trevor.mcconnell @ sce.de

Coneeect is a network of universities, start-
ups, companies and experts that supports 
both entrepreneurial education and start-up 
incubation. Significantly developed by the 
SCE, these goals are driven by the two  
projects Coneeect U and Coneeect IN. 
Coneeect U is an online education platform 
for educators who want to help shape  
specialised entrepreneurship courses. Start 
your own project or create it together with 
other teachers on Coneeect U. These 

courses are offered to all students of partici- 
pating universities. Coneeect IN is a network 
of international incubators that share their 
start-ups, partners and resources to expand 
their ecosystem at an international level. 
This opens up far-reaching opportunities for 
collaboration, networking and financing. 

www.coneeectu.com

Network of international universities / 
Coneeect



31Good practice / 
Start-up alumnus adnymics

With its “smart parcel inserts,” adnymics offers online retailers 
customised targeting right down to the packaging. This is made 
possible by a unique manufacturing system that analyses the 
purchasing behaviours of customers and creates high-quality 
parcel inserts with targeted product recommendations based 
on their individual needs.

www.adnymics.com
44
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FAZUA has developed the innovative ‘Evation’ drive, an electric 
drive system that can be fully integrated into bicycle frames,  
fulfilling all sporting requirements while still conveying the natural 
sensation of riding a non-motorised bicycle. Low weight and  
separation of electric motor and bottom bracket gear are why so 
many manufacturers rely on FAZUA’s patented Drivepack. 

www.fazua.com

32Good practice / 
Start-up alumnus FAZUA
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SCE events and activities are take  
place in Steelcase Creative Hall  
located at Hess Str. 89 in Munich.

You can find the latest programs  
in our newsletter and online.

www.sce.de/newsletter
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You’ll find us here
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